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Miniveyor Air VAF-FFD

Fast Floor Dryer System

Using downdraft technology, the NEW Miniveyor Air
VAF-FFD downdraft floor dryer is capable of drying
an entire room in minutes. The powerful 6 blade
precision fan blade draws down warmer, drier air
from the top of the room and blows it across the
entire floor.  The powerful vane axial fan, driven by a
¼HP 2-Speed motor, allows 360º directed airflow,
and one FFD blower can dry a typical office or room
in as little as 15 minutes.

The heavy duty swivel castors provide easy mobility
and position the unit at optimum downdraft height.
You can stack the dryers for easy storage and
transport and the in-built telescopic handled trolley
allows you to move the fan from job to job with ease.

� The dual wall tough plastic moulded body will
not dent or ding.

� Industry leading 10 year warranty upgrade
available on the body.

� Stackable up to 4 high for easy storage and
transport.

� 360 degrees directed airflow - no more drying a
room one section at a time.

� Multi position versatility.
� In built trolley for easy mobility.
� One dryer can dry a typical room in 15 minutes.
� Built in cord wrap.

Why do we call it a Fast Floor Dryer system?
     ...because it dries a floor fast, it’s that simple!

Miniveyor Air VAF-FFD
The Professional Choice for Floor Drying

For further Information - Call our Worldwide Sales Line
+44 845 094 2140 or email sales@miniveyor.com
or visit our website www.miniveyor.com
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Miniveyor Air VAF-FFD

Specifications

NEW VAF Models
now come with a
Industry Leading
10 Year warranty
upgrade on the fan

body.

Miniveyor Air
Dual wall construction for

rugged reliability.
Resistant to dents, & dings,

providing reliable continuous
operation and less downtime.
Polythene body is corrosion

free and not effected by chips
or scratches.

Portable and lightweight
11 to 25 kg

Metal Fans
Single layer construction -

makes fan more vulnerable
to damage, which can then
impede fan blade rotation.

Can rust and corrode easily.
Heavier - from 10 kg to 90 kg

Specifications VAF-FFD

Max.Air Flow m³/hr (CFM) 110V - 5950 (3500)
230V- 5100 (3000)

Motor Specifications

Voltage 110V 60 Hz or 230V 50 Hz

Phase Single
Power ¼HP (186W)
Current (Amps) 110V 2.2A / 230V 1.8A
RPM 110V -1476 / 230V -1450
Dimensions

Length 58cm (23in)
Width 59cm(23¼in)
Height 68cm (26¾in)
Weight 24Kg (53lbs)

The VAF-FFD is supplied complete with Integral
Telescopic Handle and Castor Wheel Kit as Standard
and is available in 230V & 110V. Custom colours are
also available, subject to a minimum order quantity.

The Miniveyor Air VAF-FFD system provides flexibility, versatility and durability
and is perfect for use in many different environments including -
� Hotels and Resorts
� Casinos
� Schools, Colleges & Universaties
� Restaurants
� Hospitals
� Commercial Office Building & Conference Centres
� Retail Stores & Shopping Malls
� Industrial Facilities
� Restoration & Commercial Cleaning Contractors
� Equipment Rental Outlets

For further Information - Call our Worldwide Sales Line
+44 845 094 2140 or email sales@miniveyor.com
or visit our website www.miniveyor.com


